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Abstract

To achieve a qualitative understanding of the heteroepitaxial perovskite film formation process, the synthesis and characterisation
of La Ca CoO nanoscopic islands, ultrathin and thin films is described. These samples are produced by pulsed reactive0.6 0.4 3

crossed-beam laser ablation on single crystalline MgO substrate materials. Atomic force microscopic(AFM) and electron
microscopic(EM) studies on the very initial growth steps on MgO reveal a three-dimensional(3D) growth mode forming 2 nm
diameter perovskite-type islands. After further deposition the islands agglomerate to epitaxial dense films of a cubic perovskite-
type metal oxide phase.
� 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Perovskite type metal oxides(ABO ) with a lantha-3

nide ion in the A position and a transition metal ion in
the B position are known to be low cost, stable and
active electrocatalysts for practical applications in fuel
cells and metal–air batteriesw1–3x. Particularly, calci-
um-substituted lanthanum cobaltates show good catalytic
properties for intermediate peroxide decomposition in
alkaline solutionw4x. For the screening among catalyti-
cally active perovskite-type metal oxides, it is advanta-
geous to prepare electrodes on inactive substrates and
with well-defined electrolyte–catalyst interfaces to study
and compare the oxygen reduction and evolution reac-
tions for the different electrocatalyst candidates. In our
experiments a modified pulsed laser deposition tech-
nique with a synchronised reactive gas pulsew5x is
applied to grow dense crystalline La-cobaltate films on
various substrates. The film growth mechanisms starting
from the initial layers on different substrates has a
pronounced influence on the quality, texture and prop-
erties of the PLD thin filmsw6,7x.
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While layer-by-layer growth is always expected for
homoepitaxial systems, the lattice mismatch between
the substrate and the La Ca CoO(LCC) film in this0.6 0.4 3

heteroepitaxial system can result in a change of the
growth mode from layer-by-layer to three-dimensional
(3D) growth w8x. The energy of the atoms arriving at
the substrate surface can be controlled, e.g. by varying
the distance between the target and the substrate surface
for a fixed oxygen background. The migration and self
organisation processes of the atoms on the surface can
be influenced by changing the substrate temperature
(seew9x). The lattice mismatch can be varied by using
different substrate materials, i.e. MgO withas0.421
nm, STO with as0.3905 nm or LAO withas3.788
nm w10x. In this paper the initial growth stages of
epitaxial perovskite films, i.e. La Ca CoO on MgO1yx x 3-d

single crystalline substrates are studied using transmis-
sion and scanning electron microscopy(TEM and
SEM), atomic force microscopy(AFM), and X-ray
diffraction (XRD) methods. With these data the dynam-
ics of the film formation process is discussed.

2. Experimental details

A KrF excimer laser emitting at 248 nm with pulse
length of 17 ns, with a typical laser fluence of 7.6 J
cm and a repetition rate of 10 Hz was used to ablatey2
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Fig. 1. Low magnification TEM cross-sectional view of the ultrathin
nanostructured film with the composition La Ca CoO grown with0.6 0.4 3

78 laser pulses at 6508C on MgO. The micrograph shows the com-
pletely covered substrate surface and additional nanoscopic islands of
the perovskite phase.

Fig. 2. Scanning electron micrograph of the ultrathin LCC film surface
presenting the homogeneous grain size and coagulation.

Fig. 3. HRTEM cross-sectional view on the very thin LCC film on
MgO formed after 78 laser pulses showing the intergrowth of two
grains.(The amorphous top layer is the rest of the binder used for
the sample preparation.)

a rotating sintered cylindrical target of the composition
La Ca CoO . Two different oxygen sources were used0.6 0.4 3

during the experiments: a synchronised N O pulse2

(99.999% purity, pulse length of 400ms) and an
additional oxygen background pressure off8=10y4

mbar. In order to achieve the maximum interaction
between the ablation plasma and the gas pulse the time
delay between the gas pulse and the laser pulse was
400 ms. The temperature of the substrate was held at
650 8C during deposition. In addition to the 200 nm
thick films (20 000 pulses), experiments with lower
pulse numbers, i.e. 5, 10, 20, 30, 70, 200, 250, 500,
750 were performed to study the initial growth. After
the deposition the films are cooled in air with a cooling
rate of approximately 408Cymin at atmospheric
pressure.

The topography of the deposited films was examined
by a Parc Scientific Autoprobe CP Atomic Force Micro-
scope, in tapping and in contact mode, and by using a
LEO Gemini 982 scanning electron microscope. Struc-
ture and texture of the films have been studied on a
Siemens D5000 X-ray diffractometer with Bragg–Bren-
tano geometry(CuKa radiation). The apparatus is
equipped with an Eulerian cradle for the sample orien-
tation. X-Ray pole figures were measured by rotating
the sample around thew axis and tilting the sample

along thex axis during the measurements with a fixed
detector position(2u).

Transmission electron microscopic studies and elec-
tron diffraction were performed on a Philips CM 30
instrument. The cross-sectional and plan-view samples
for TEM studies were obtained by cutting the LCCy
MgO, LCCyLaAlO and LCCySrTiO samples along3 3

the w1 0 0x direction and then gluing the pieces face-to-
face by joining the LCC surfaces. Thinning of the slices
was performed using the ‘tri-pod technique’w11x
mechanical grinding, polishing and Ar-ion milling at 5
kV.

3. Results and discussion

Ultrathin films of less than 4–20 nm thickness with
nanoscopic islands and 200 nm thick dense films of
La Ca CoO (LCC) were deposited with a defined0.6 0.4 3

number of laserygas pulses to study the growth mecha-
nism of the perovskite phase. Single crystalline sub-
strates of e.g. MgO with a specified roughness of 1–2
nm are used for the deposition of the LCC phase.

All samples prepared with 5–750 laser pulses are
optically transparent, while films prepared with 20 000
laser pulses are black and ‘mirror-like’.

The samples prepared with 5–70 laser pulses show a
perovskite deposition ranging from 2 to 10 nm thickness
with lateral grain size ranging from 2 to 40 nm diameter.

After a deposition process with 70–500 laser pulses
the height of the LCC deposit did not change, whereas
the lateral size of the grains increased up to a grain size
of 100 nm diameter due to coalescence of the ‘LCC
islands’. The deposition after 750–20 000 laser pulses
revealed a dense film of 20–200 nm thickness.

The XRD and TEM characterisation of the 200 nm
thin La Ca CoO films on the substrates(seew12,10x)0.6 0.4 3

reveal that the perovskite-type metal oxide is growing
epitaxially on the MgO substrate. The(200) peak ofLCC

the perovskite phase is in addition to a very weak
(110) peak the only non-substrate peak appearing inLCC
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Fig. 4. TEM plan-view(a) of the LCC film on MgO showing the Moire fringes from the MgO and LCC filmynano-islands with(b) corresponding´
double electron diffraction pattern.

Fig. 5. AFM study of the substrate after LCC deposition with five laser pulses showing the nucleation of hundreds of tiny crystallites per square
micrometer substrate.(a) 2D view of the individual grains with grey scale for the depth profile,(b) 3D view the shape of the individual grains
in the relief of 4 nm height.

the XRD Q-2Q scan atxs0. Therefore, it can be
concluded that the La Ca CoO is preferentially ori-0.6 0.4 3

entated along the(200) direction w13x. X-Ray pole
figures indicate the high crystalline and epitaxial quality
of the entire films. EDX studies reveal(semi-quantita-
tively) that the LCC film has the composition given by
their chemical formula.

The local microstructure, the interface and the film-
substrate epitaxy relation is investigated by cross-sec-
tional and plan-view transmission electron microscopy.
The TEM studies on the films grown with 200 pulses
show a complete coverage of the substrate with addi-
tional islands of approximately 20–80 nm in diameter
(see Fig. 1) which are separated by 40–70 nm, typically
for a Stranski–Krastanov growth mechanism. These data
are confirmed by SEM studies on the same sample(Fig.
2).

The high resolution TEM image in cross-sectional
view, shown in Fig. 3, represents the sharp interface of
the MgO substrate(lower part) and a 9 nm dense highly
crystalline La Ca CoO film(upper part). The stress0.6 0.4 3

during the initial deposition process-caused by the
impinging of activated species on the substrate surface
and the 10% lattice misfit(qthermal misfit) between
MgO and LCC is relaxed into the substrate and the film.
This results in an enhanced roughness of the substrate
at the interface and in the formation of a strained
interlayer with defects. The displayed part of the micro-
structure shows the intergrowth of two orientated LCC
grains.

The electron diffraction(ED) pattern reveal a cubic
cell with as0.380 nm which is comparable to values
of the stress free LCC powder(as0.3790 nm) and
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Fig. 6. AFM study on the LCC deposition after 750 laser pulses, showing the relief of 40 nm height with coagulating islands(less than 100
islands per square micrometer). (a) 3D view. (b) 2D view with line analysis.

show, furthermore, that the(002) planes are orientedLCC

parallel to the(002) planes.MgO

Two-dimensional(2D) Moire fringes magnify the´
structural aspect and illustrate the relation between the
film and the substrate. The TEM image of the plan-
view specimen in Fig. 4 shows Moire fringes from the´
misfit cubic crystals MgO and LCC.

The Moire fringe pattern of the plan-view samples´
originated from the interference between a pair of
electron beams. If one beam is generated in the LCC
and the second beam in the MgO then each reflection

in the LCC acts as incident beam for the MgO and
produces a double reflection as can be seen in the ED
pattern of Fig. 4.

By measuring the spacing of parallel moire pattern´
we found a lattice spaceds0.190 nm for the(200)
LCC, which corresponds well to the theoretical value of
0.191 nm confirming that the(200) planes areLCC

parallel to the(200) planes. The spacing of theMgO

Moire fringes (variation in the (002) II to theLCC´
(002) contrast) differ to some extent from oneMgO

domain to another due to a slight tilt of the grains.
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Because of the island structure of the LCC film, some
areas without Moire fringes are visible.´

All samples produced with a number of pulses
between 5 and 750 pulses were studied by AFM. In Fig.
5 it can be observed that small grains of 2 nm diameter
form a dense layer that covers the MgO substrate surface
with LCC already after five pulses. In the 2D view the
homogeneous size distribution of the grains and the
lateral grain size of 30 nm diameter is clearly visible.
The topographic 3D AFM image shows the shape of
the islands.

AFM studies of the films after further LCC deposition
show the coalescence of these small islands to larger
grains (see Fig. 6a). The results of the line analysis
(Fig. 6b) reveal a standard roughness of 28.3 nm and a
lateral grain size of 100–900 nm in diameter. The
crystallite size distribution can becomes more inhomo-
geneous with further deposition, since grain growth and
nucleation are competing processes. After the islands
reach a height of)11 nm they develop laterally to
form a dense epitaxial film. This is in good agreement
with our results from thicker LCC films which show a
typical columnar structure with a grain size of 60–280
nm w12x.

4. Conclusions

Dense epitaxial La Ca CoO films can be grown0.6 0.4 3

with pulsed reactive crossed-beam laser ablation on
single crystalline MgO substrates. The studies on the
very initial growth steps reveal the nucleation of tiny
LCC crystallites across the substrate. A 3D growth mode
is forming ‘nano-islands’ which tend to agglomerate
during further deposition to larger flat grains of up to
900 nm in diameter. If the individual crystallites are
well-aligned on the substrate the growing crystallites

can eventually merge to form a single crystalline film.
The surface roughness of the substrate and the lattice
misfit is decisive for the quality of the thin films.
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